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BRISTOL UNIFORMS AT FOREFRONT OF PPE   
 

 
Bristol Uniforms is a leading designer, manufacturer and supplier of protective clothing, 

meeting the diverse needs of emergency services personnel around the world.  

 

Working with leading international fibre and fabric manufacturers including WL Gore, PBI 

Performance Products and DuPont, Bristol’s in-house design teams continue to develop 

innovative and progressive garments offering maximum safety, flexibility and comfort. 

 

Bristol has had a strong presence in the Gulf region for more than 40 years, through a 

well-established network of distributors.  

 

At this year’s Intersec, Bristol will be exhibiting its broad range of PPE solutions supplied 

within the region.  These include XFlex structural firefighting garments with a Gore 

Crosstech moisture barrier including Gore Parallon and Hainsworth Titan 1220 outer 

layer, supplied in Paris Blue to Qatar Civil Defence, and Desert Tan to UAE Civil Defence. 

 

Also on display will be Ergotech Action 2 fire coats and trousers, also with a Hainsworth 

Titan 1220 outer layer, currently supplied in Paris Blue to Bahrain Civil Defence, and a 

selection of light weight garments meeting NFPA standards which are supplied to Saudi 

Basic Industry users (SABIC) in Saudi Arabia. 

 

In addition, Bristol will be unveiling its brand new Varde Technical Rescue garments, 

made with the latest Gore Pyrad Fabric Technology, which will be offered as part of the 

RescueFlex range.  The new lightweight, breathable jacket and trouser combination 

provides protection against wind, water and flame, allowing firefighters to work in 

confined spaces or in adverse conditions for longer and in more comfort. 

 

Stand number 5-B09  
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ENDS  

 

 

  

 

For further information about Bristol Uniforms please contact:  

 

Katy Baker at Fresh Communication on 07581 625820 

or email katy@freshcommunication.co.uk  

 

OR 

 

Becky Feltham at Fresh Communication on 07973 939308  

or email becky@freshcommunication.co.uk  
 

 

Editor’s note: 

 

Bristol Uniforms Ltd, founded in Bristol in 1801, has been, and remains, the UK’s leading 

designer and manufacturer of protective clothing for municipal and industrial firefighters 

both in the UK and abroad with around 50% of sales being exported to over 110 

countries across the world.  The company, which also supplies specialist PPE for other 

emergency services, including the police and ambulance service, employs over 100 

people.  
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